DNA cryptography is a field which is being explored worldwide and even in being in its primitive stages it has revolutionized the area of network security. Here we are applying DNA computing on well known IDEA algorithm for making it more secure. We are adding a layer of DNA cipher over the basic IDEA algorithm. The cipher now will be in form of DNA sequence which will even hide very existence of the underlying IDEA algorithm. Key space has been extended a bit to make it more immune to cryptanalytic attacks. It can transmit highly confidential data efficiently and securely. The Matlab has been used for implementation.
INTRODUCTION
Information flows throughout the network which may be local or of global scope. It is mandatory to secure that information to prevent unauthorized access of it by any node in path. We need to ensure a right security infrastructure which opens up just enough doors that are mandatory protecting everything else. We need to ensure privacy, integrity and confidentiality in the network for it to be reliable and dependable for information exchange for that we encode the data before sending it through various encoding mechanisms available to make it unreadable. This is where the cryptography comes into picture.
Cryptography [6] [7] [13] [20] is the art and science of achieving security by encoding the simple message to make it unreadable .There are basically two types of cryptography that is a techniques for converting plaintext to cipher text and vice versa which are namely symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. In symmetric cryptography sender and receiver use the same key for encryption and decryption of text whereas in asymmetric cryptographic systems two different keys namely public and private keys are used for encryption and decryption process.
Cryptography mechanisms rely on the degree of randomness and uncertainty in the generation of the cipher from the plaintext for which many phenomenon of nature are and have been used for instance quantum cryptography utilizes the randomness of states of electron inside an atom, Elliptical cryptography makes use of algebraic structure of elliptic curves over finite fields and moreover DNA cryptography exploits the extreme complexity and randomness in the DNA structure for coding and decoding.
DNA computing and cryptography came into picture in 1990s. DNA computing was initialized by L Adleman [4] in 1990 where he solved a directed Hamiltonian path problem , it indicated the feasibility of a molecular approach to solve combinatorial problems, W Li combined recombinant DNA technology in 1994, Lipton R J extended the adleman approach to solve another NP problem in 1995, Boneh D, Dunworth C, Lipton R broke DES using molecular computations in 1995, Adleman L extended DNA computers to RNA used for breaking DES in 1996, C. T. Clelland, V. Risca, C. Bancroft cryptography has been shown to be one of the new applications of DNA computing in 1999, Gehani A, LaBean T H, Reif J H used discrete mathematics for designing a DNA cryptographic mechanism in 2000, P. L. Cox J find that the vast parallelism, exceptional energy efficiency and extraordinary information density are inherent in DNA molecules in 2001, Jie Chen proposed a novel design of DNA-based, molecular Cryptography design [12] Carbon nanotube-based message transformation, and DNA-based cryptosystem an proposed. To demonstrate the performance, we present an interesting example lo encode and decode images wing the proposed scheme in 2003 ,Kartalopoulos S.V. initialized DNA cryptography in optics [17] in 2005 , Xing Wang, Qiang Zhang* use a new way to show how cryptography works with DNA computing, it can transmit message securely and effectively. The RSA algorithm belongs to asymmetric key cryptography, it is used in this paper connecting with DNA computing technique to encrypt message in 2009
We have integrated DNA computing in well known IDEA [2] [8] [9] algorithm to make it more efficient and effective from cryptanalytic point of view. That is it becomes more immune to general attacks which a cryptographic system encounters in day to day scenarios. First, the 128-bit key [14] is partitioned into eight 16-bit subblocks which are then directly used as the first eight key subblocks. The 128-bit key is then cyclically shifted to the left by 25 positions, after which the resulting 128-bit block is again partitioned into eight 16-bit sub-blocks to be directly used as the next eight key sub-blocks. The cyclic shift procedure described above is repeated until all of the required 52 16-bit key subblocks have been generated
The first four 16-bit key sub-blocks are combined with two of the 16-bit plaintext blocks using addition modulo 2 16 , and with the other two plaintext blocks using multiplication modulo 2 16 + 1. At the end of the first encryption round four 16-bit values are produced which are used as input to the second encryption round .The process is repeated in each of the subsequent 7 encryption rounds. The four 16-bit values produced at the end of the 8th encryption round are combined with the last four of the 52 key sub-blocks using addition modulo 2 16 and multiplication modulo 2 16 + 1 to form the resulting four 16-bit cipher text blocks .
The computational process used for decryption of the cipher text is essentially the same as that used for encryption. The only difference is that each of the 52 16-bit key sub-blocks used for decryption is the inverse of the key sub-block used during encryption. In addition, the key sub-blocks must be used in the reverse order during decryption in order to reverse the encryption process IDEA supports all modes of operation such as: It relies on extension of key to be used for each round using circular left shift operations. And then getting sub keys from the new key generated at each round. We have worked on the plaintext given to the IDEA algorithm which is originally in simple alphabets which undergoes DNA encryption to give a 64 bit usual input to the IDEA which further works on it with an additional round to convert the 64 bit cipher to DNA sequence to give it a new shape then the cipher undergoes decryption at two steps first through IDEA then DNA. Thus it provides a protective layering over basic IDEA along with changing the cipher generated by IDEA adding more uncertainty to the cryptographic mechanism used. [19] is found in the nucleus of every human cell the information in DNA: guides the cell (along with RNA) in making new proteins that determine all of our biological traits and gets passed (copied) from one generation to the next. Thus, it carries design information between generations, and thus accounts for inherited biological traits. These molecules contain the designs for all the material components that a living organism needs for growth, development, and daily living. . It is the major source of the genetic information of any living organism in the biosphere and is composed of two long strands of nucleotides bases arranged in a helix sort of structure as shown in figure 1 below. Combination of nucleotide bases in strands DNA contains two such chains, twisted around each other to form a double-stranded helix with the bases on the inside. Every A on one chain forms weak bonds with a T on the other strand, and every C on a strand bonds weakly to a G on the opposite chain. The two strands, held together weakly by the pairing of A with T, and G with C, are thus complementary, and the sequence in one can be deduced from the other's sequence. The basic DNA structure is shown below 
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Figure 5.
Complimentary DNA strands As can be seen DNA nucleotide bases are existing in form of codons and are complimentary to each other that is A-T,G-C are complimentary to each other.
We can use these codons for encoding and decoding of the data.
MECHANISM DESIGNED
Here we are proposing a variation in the basic IDEA algorithm structure to make it more secure and efficient. We introduce DNA computing in IDEA. The plaintext to be encoded is first given to DNA encryption algorithm [23] which first generates a unique decimal number in 0-255 range corresponding to each letter of the plaintext of length 8. Then the cipher of it is converted to binary making it 64 bit usual plaintext of IDEA algorithm which encodes it using 128 bit key. And the final cipher of 64 bit is first represented in hexadecimal form which then mapped to a secret lookup table mapping hexadecimal value to codon pair. Then the final cipher in DNA sequence form is sent. That's what happens at sender side as shown in figure4 below that is the flow chart implemented at sender side.
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Figure 6. Encryption process at sender side
At the receiver side we first get the 64 bit cipher to be used by IDEA decryption algorithm from the DNA sequence received using a lookup table mapping codons to their hexadecimal equivalents. Then the IDEA decrypts the message which still remains unreadable so needs to be decrypted using DNA decryption algorithm [23] which returns the original plaintext.
Figure5 shows the flowchart implemented at receiver side.
Figure 7. Decryption process at the receiver side
The DNA encryption algorithm takes 8 letter text to be encrypted and generates a 6*1 key which is extended using the key extension process employed in AES [7] [10] [20] key extension. Then each letter is replaced by codon corresponding to it using lookup table 2 [21] . Then numeral value corresponding to each nucleotide base is obtained using lookup table 3 [21] . Then corresponding matrix of alphabet obtained is multiplied with the key corresponding to it to get a unique decimal value which is made to be in range 0 to 255 using mod 255 operations. Figure6 shows the DNA encryption process which repeats for each letter of the plaintext entered that is the flow chart of the DNA encryption algorithm which is then followed by table 2 and table 3 which form the basis of introducing DNA sequence in the cipher mechanism designed here we actually use the simple substitution of the plaintext in alphabetic form to codons that is base nucleotide triplets then these codons are converted to numerals using table 3 which has the numeral corresponding to each base in the codon than we apply matrix based operations with the matrix of the numeral obtained and the key for that corresponding letter of the text to get a unique encoded symbol corresponding to it. DNA decryption process obtains message decrypted from IDEA then decrypts it using the extended key retrieved from the original key used through key sharing mechanism. Then the corresponding numeral value matrix obtained using the cipher and the key. Then that is mapped to corresponding base using lookup A  14  TCT  N  2  GTT  B  15  CGG  O  3  TTG  C  16  ACA  P  4  GGT  D  17  CAA  Q   5  TTT  E  18  ACT  R  6  TCG  F  19  GCA  S  7  CGC  G  20  CTT  T  8  ATG  H  21  GTC  U  9  AGT  I  22  TCC  V  10  CGA  J  23  GCC  W  11  GAA  K  24  ATC  X  12  CGT  L  25  AAA  Y  13 CCT M 26 TCA Z
Figure 8.
DNA encryption process
RESULTS
For carrying out implementation of the cryptographic mechanism designed we have used Matlab, which is a matrixoriented programming language, perfectly suited for the Matrix based data structure and modular operations in IDEA and even DNA cipher designed here also relies on Look up tables and Matrix based computations. The plaintext after undergoing encryption and decryption process employed here has successfully been recovered. We have encrypted the plaintext and run the cipher. Here in the snapshot we first have the plaintext then cipher generated by DNA encryption algorithm, then the plaintext generated for IDEA then the cipher generated by idea in char form then final DNA sequence cipher which will be sent to receiver then it shows the IDEA decrypted message followed by original message retrieved by decoding through DNA decryption algorithm. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
DNA cryptography is the future of the information security. Its complexity and randomness provides a great uncertainty which makes encoding of data in DNA format better than other mechanism of cryptography. And on integrating it with a well known symmetric cryptographic mechanism that is IDEA makes it very difficult to decode the data without precise knowledge of the key. It even hides the presence of IDEA as the final cipher is in form DNA sequence. And the key space of IDEA has also been extended now the receiver needs to know the 48 bit key used for DNA encryption along with the 128 bit IDEA key and it also engulfs the key extension mechanism employed by the AES algorithm. So it has great computational complexity along with the usage of mechanisms of good cryptographic algorithms like AES, IDEA etc.
Future work comprises of analyzing its performance to basic cryptanalytic attacks and comparing it with IDEA to knowing exactly how much improvement is achieved.
